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DESCRIPTIONKathleen learns to embrace
so many erotic fetishes she never knew
existed. Shes ordered to act as a puppy,
punished in front of co-workers; shes
required to pee outside like a dog; and even
to suck off a police officer. Finally, after
being paddled by her son, she must pee her
clothes to discover the joy of piss sex.
Thats only half the story. You see, P really
is for pleasure.EXCERPTI smiled at him
and stood while hiking my dress up over
my hips to reveal my lingerie which
consisted of only a pair of nylons and a
green garter belt. I liked the way the green
accented the crimson color of my pubic
hair. I delighted to feel my son paw my
naked ass as I stood and leaned on my
desk. Sierra and Daniel stopped to watch,
and I enjoyed seeing their eyes fall upon us
as I beckoned. These stories have been so
very hot, and theyve made me truly wet,
Son. Slide your dick inside of me and kiss
your baby daughter with the head of your
cock. I was simply following the rules of
the office. Honestly, I was more than ready
to cum, as my work had made me quite
amorous. I enjoyed my work, especially
when reading stories about other mothers
having sex with their biological sons.
Today had been a wonderful treasure trove
of just such material and I needed to feel
my own son deep inside my flowing
chamber. Philip smiled as he patted my ass,
saying, No, Mom. I have to run a special
errand for, Dad. Thats what Philip called
our boss now. But, I wanted to let you
know that I have a very special surprise
waiting for you at home.Special? I asked,
and turned to him with a great smile.Of
course, Mom; its Thursday, our third week
anniversary and we need to celebrate.I
hadnt thought of that. Though my son
could be incredibly crude, which I liked; he
was also wonderfully romantic. He was
right. Three weeks ago tonight I invited his
lovely penis back into my body for the first
time and felt the awesome wonder of his
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semen filling my unprotected core with his
wetness and virile heat. Since that night, I
had milked his potent seed inside my
breeding glove at least three times a day,
and each time he came in me, I imagined it
was the moment we conceived his beautiful
daughter and sister. I loved how my son
treated our relationship as a true romance
and would want to celebrate our special
days. Ok, darling, but is there anything I
can do or bring?
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